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	Doing Both: How Cisco Captures Today's Profit and Drives Tomorrow's Growth, 9780137083640 (0137083645), FT Press, 2010

	Over the past seven years, in a highly unstable global economy, Cisco doubled revenue, tripled profits, and quadrupled earnings per share. How? By Doing Both. When companies face key strategic decisions, they often take one path and abandon the other. They focus on innovation and new business at the expense of core businesses or vice versa. They stress discipline and sacrifice flexibility. They focus on customers and ignore partners. And they struggle. Cisco believes there is a better way: Doing Both. Doing Both means approaching every decision as an opportunity to seize, not a sacrifice to endure. It means avoiding false choices, reduced expectations, and weak compromises. It means finding ways to make each option benefit and mutually reinforce the other. In this book, Cisco Senior Vice President Inder Sidhu explains why “doing both” is today’s best strategy. Then, drawing on Cisco’s hardwon insights and the experiences of companies like Procter & Gamble, Whirlpool, and Harley-Davidson, Inder presents a complete blueprint for “doing both” in your organization, too.


	 


	Win by Doing Both!


	• Sustaining and Disruptive Innovation


	• Existing and New Business Models


	• Optimization and Reinvention


	• Satisfied Customers and Gratified Partners


	• Established and Emerging Countries


	• Doing Things Right and Doing What Matters


	• Superstar Performers and Winning Teams


	• Authoritative Leadership and Democratic Decision Making
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PMP: Project Management Professional WorkbookSybex, 2003
Here’s the one-of-a-kind book that will give you hands-on experience as you  prepare for the PMP exam sponsored by the Project Management Institute. This  Sybex Workbook provides:

	Clear introductions that put the exercises in context and explain the  importance of key project management skills  
	Dozens of...



		

The Silver Bull Market: Investing in the Other GoldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	From one of the world's most respected authorities on precious metals investment--a thoroughly researched volume on the investment prospects for silver, the other gold.

	

	  After outperforming virtually all other investments for more than a decade, gold is being reincorporated into the financial...


		

Wrox's Visual C# 2005 Express Edition Starter Kit (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
First, Barker explains how to install Visual C# 2005 Express Edition, which is included on the accompanying CD-ROM, and walks you through programming basics. You'll then learn how to build user interface elements in order to develop applications using Windows Forms. And you'll find out how to use data in your applications as you examine database...





	

Digital Design for Computer Data AcquisitionCambridge University Press, 1990

	This digital electronics text focuses on "how to" design, build, operate and adapt data acquisition systems. The material begins with basic logic gates and ends with a 40 KHz voltage measurer. The approach aims to cover a minimal number of topics in detail. The data acquisition circuits described communicate with a host computer...


		

UNIX Hints and HacksQue, 1999
UNIX Hints & Hacks is designed to instantly reward you through increased productivity and satisfaction with UNIX. Each and every hint and/or hack provides real value-not just a list of obvious procedures marked as secrets. Chapters on administration and networking will provide you with useful tips and tricks for...

		

Hadoop Cluster DeploymentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Construct a modern Hadoop data platform effortlessly and gain insights into how to manage clusters efficiently


	Overview

	
		Choose the hardware and Hadoop distribution that best suits your needs
	
		Get more value out of your Hadoop cluster with Hive, Impala, and Sqoop
	
		Learn useful...
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